
25th May 2019 

 
RECYCLE PROGRAM 

 

 
Applicable conditions: 

 Wheel/s need to be fully operational. Wheel/s with damage that would make them unsuitable 
for riding will not be considered for this program (ie cracks, major dents, delamination, etc.) 

 The seller will be responsible for the shipping costs. 

 The following need to be provided before shipping, Negative Split won’t be able to consider 
requests that fail to provide these details: 

o Full name of customer that purchased the wheels from Negative Split or any of our 
retailers. 

o Exact date the transaction took place. 
o Photos revealing the state of the wheel/s. 
o A brief description of their state. 

 Upon reception of the wheels by Negative Split, a final inspection will be conducted to 
ensure the wheels meet the description provided. There would be two potential outcomes 
from the final inspection: 

o The wheels meet the description provided; 
 Negative Split proceeds to transfer the agreed re-purchase price to the seller. 
 Negative Split declines, explaining the exact reasons that caused the change, 

and returns the wheel/s to the seller, covering the shipping costs. 
o There are inconsistencies when comparing the wheels to the description provided; 

 But Negative Split is still interested to re-purchase the wheels. An 
explanation and a reviewed offer will be provided.  

 If, the Seller accepts, Negative Split proceed to transfer the agreed 
re-purchase price. 

 The Seller does not accept, the wheel/s will be returned to the seller 
once the shipping fees have been paid to Negative Split. In this case, 
the seller would be responsible for the shipping fees. 

 And Negative Split decides to decline. An explanation will be provided, and 
the wheel/s will be returned to the seller once the shipping fees have been 
paid to Negative Split. In this case, the seller would be responsible for the 
shipping fees. 

 Negative Split has the right to offer a re-purchase price or decline to do so, both right upon 
receiving the email request, and later on after receiving the wheels.  

 

 
 


